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Abstract: We fabricated the polymer Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) composed with nano entities conducting carbon 
black (CCB) and montmorillonite clay (MMT). The electrical properties as a function of DC bias were 
disclosed by using an Impedance analyzer. The optimized very high dielectric constant was demonstrated in the 
range of 105. The basic mechanism of this composite polarization follow Maxwell-Wangner Polarization model 
confirmed at lower frequency. The entire polarization process was controlled by using an external DC bias 
voltage (0-20 volts). This investigation may be useful for packaging and electronic applications. 
Keywords: Polymer, Composite, Impedance, Nano dielectric, DC bias. 
  

Introduction and Experimental :  

Testing of dielectric polarization normaly achived by LCR meters or impedance analyzers. The 
variation of frequency results to know the polarization, varaion of temperature to know the relaxation proess of 
dipoles, but in the present work AC signal is combined with DC. It enable to achive the total control over the 
polarization process. The water soluble polymer resin with varying grade of molecular weight exhibit interested 
polarization process[1]. The modification of PVA with alkly halide[2] pervoskite[3] metal oxide[4] demonstrate 
the unique improved polarization process and may be used low frequency capacitance. The seletion of polymer 
PVA was taken in the present work due to its easy solution processing, compatible with various fillers and 
casting of controlled thickness. The conducting carbon black pogesses high surface-volume ratio and much 
effective nano filler to improve the conductivity of the virgin polymer system[6]. The morophology, softness, 
electrical, thermal properties were improved by inducting clay with the host polymers. The combination of both 
CCB and clay unique to improve the electrical properties compare to presine composite. The mixed nano filler 
act as formation of hybrid composite. This composite is more sensitive to various external stimuli such as 
electrical field,temperature, pressure, humidity. The bulk property of as nano diletectric crucial and more 
intrestest for engnineering applications. We have used the PVA powder of grade RS-2117 was kindly supplied 
by Kuraray Chemicals, Japan. Thermax CCB powder N991 was supplied by Sepulcher Brothers (India) Pvt. 
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Ltd. Chennai). MMT Clay Halloysite was procured from  Imerys (New Zealand). The dielectric properties were 
measured using Newton’s 4th Impedance Analyzer (Newtons 4th UK) [7]. The casting of hybrid composites by 
adding CCB nad MMT were done by using the solution blending technique[8].  

Results and Discussion :  

Based on the principle of controlled  polarization  under external D C bias (at room temperature 250C ) 
the nano dielectric properties tested using impedance analyzer. The plot of dielectric constant and loss as 
function of DC bias potential shown in figure.1 at low frequency 50 Hz. The improvement in dielectric constant 
up to 10 volt DC bias was the unique exhibition of diploes. The proess of testing the dielectric property of 
polymers 1.as function of frequency-to understand polarization, 2.as function of temperature to understand 
relaxation mechanisem. In the moden nano dielectric testing the ac signal is combined with DC and ultimately 
strength of input signal improved. This technique is highly important to utlize the material polarization property 
for various enginnering applications such as sensors, solid supercapacitor medium. 

 
Fig.1 Dielectric constant and loss as function of DC bias potential 
 
 

The dielectric loss offered by this composite was very low and is the best remadies for various 
applications. The modern nano dieletric testing for the various nano entites in composite form demonstrate high 
dielectric property. This is based on the principle of increased input signal streangth across the dielectric 
medium. The low frequency polarization mechanisem was supported by Maxwell-Wagner polarization model. 

Conclusion:  

We prepared hybrid composites of polyvinyl alcohol filled with conducting carbon black and 
montmorillonite clay. It demonstrated very high dielectric constant and low loss as a function of D.C. bias 
potential. The hybrid films composed with nano entities respond with high magnitude of dielelctric constant 
may be useful as nano dielectric medium for several applications from packgeing to electrical and electronic 
domain. 
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